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Abstract: DC system has the potential of vast and rapid fault current generation due to multiple
(line and converters) discharge capacitors and small impedance of DC lines. DC fault current spreads
through the system exponentially compared to AC. Such an unexpected huge current causes a voltage
drop, impacts the normal operation of system components and exposes the system to a great challenge
for fault detection and interruption. For prevention of system destruction during the fault, multiple
approaches such as application of Mechanical Circuit Breakers (MCBs), fuses, Solid State Circuit
Breaker (SSCB), and Hybrid Solid-State Circuit Breaker (HSSCB) have been proposed and applied.
In DC fault applications, fast fault detection and interruption without any interference to the other
components are quite important. Therefore, semiconductor breakers have been implemented to meet
the DC fault protection requirements with a high-speed operation where traditional MBs have failed.
Due to the high conduction loss and low efficiency of semiconductor switches, for fast and efficient
DC fault interruption, different Fault Current Limiter (FCL) types are suggested. Although a high
impedance FCL can prevent the voltage fluctuations due to the current decline, it can cause operation
speed issues, coordination troubles, overheat, and malfunction of protective components in a fault
situation.

This paper focused on a combination of two-way HSSCB with a self-adapt DC short current limiter,
ultra-fast switch, and power electronic switch to overcome the above challenges. It can efficiently
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and fast fault current limiting response with low conducting loss and appropriate cooperation among
protective components in a low voltage DC system. The MATLAB/Simulink is used to analyze the
effectiveness and consistency of the proposed FCL-HSSCB in 400 V interconnected standalone DC
microgrids.

Keywords: standalone DC microgrids; PV array; converters; battery; DC short circuit protection;
Self-adapt FCL; HSSCB

1. Introduction

The combination of renewable energy resources has paved the way for sustainable DC distribution
networks. Power converters are extensively applied for the integration of different components in
an interconnected LV DC distribution system. It will cause multidirectional fault current to follow
and increase exponentially the fault current [1,2]. A huge DC short circuit current interruption is
challenging for traditional Circuit Breakers (CBs), and it will damage system components and cause
system instability. Depending on the system structure and components situations, the reconnection of
protective devices may not be feasible in short circuit situations. The next challenge for a multisource
LV DC system during a short circuit is the inverse time over-current of presumed short current in
coordinated relays [3,4]. It is suggested that the short circuit protective system in an interconnected
DC distribution network needs to work based on the direction of current flow. For a two-way short
circuit current protection, the fast-acting protective relays and breakers are required to be coordinated.
With the various structural configuration and activity mode of multisource DC microgrids, fault current
limiting technique and interruption time has also changed to an important topic [5]. To enhance
operation stability and security of multisource LV DC microgrid, it is suggested to apply fault current
limiting strategies and coordination among protective devices to achieve appropriate fault clearing
techniques. Thus, it is important to suppress DC fault current to less than breakers interruption capacity
to maintain the system safety and stability. Compared to a single source LV DC network, a multisource
DC system can be exposed to the most complicated fault topology. DC short circuit can be pole-to-pole
and pole-to-ground short circuit. Due to the low impedance in a pole-to-pole DC short circuit, a huge
current will follow through converters valve and other devices. The system will be destroyed if the
short current is not suppressed and removed quickly [6–8].

Furthermore, LV DC microgrids rely on power electronic technologies for stable operation. They
can not sustain a huge fault current without a fast protective device. Unlike AC short circuit, it is
complicated and stressful for MCBs and fuses to interrupt a high DC short current with no zero-
crossing point [9–11]. The size and strength of the arc between breaker contactors is another challenge
for DC breakers. It is highly required to reduce interruption time in DC applications to prevent huge
arc creation. The quickest clearing time for SSCBs has confirmed tens of µs, where it is hundreds of
ms for traditional MBs [12]. Although due to high operation speed, the SSCB technologies have been
considered an ideal fault interruption solution in the DC system [13]. For DC fault protection purposes,
still it has safety and efficiency concerns during normal operation. To provide a high operation speed
and maximize the normal operation efficiency, HSSCB is considered the most appropriate technique
for DC fault application [14]. Additionally, besides HSSCB an accurate detection system is required to
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identify the faulted area and disconnect the related breaker within a specified time to maintain power
stability to the rest of the system. Therefore, an investigation of appropriate protective technology is
required to ensure safety for the system during fault conditions and assure human safety and power
system equipment. In an interconnected DC system, the converters and line capacitors discharge
through short-circuits point, causing a huge current flow and leaving an essential demand for FCL
strategy. The capacitors will be discharged and it will be stored as electromagnetic energy in inductors.
That will cause a reverse current to follow through the commuting diode of each converter. Also, due to
the transient response of power electronic converters to short circuit conditions, it cause a poor overload
strength and stability of the converters [15,16]. It will keep remaining the components in operation
even the current goes beyond the rated value in fault situations. In a normal operation period, the FCL
circuit is expecting to have the minimum impedance to enhance efficiency and component’s reactivity.
While in a short circuit situation it is required to maximize the impedance to reduce the short current,
particularly fast quenching and recovery after DC short circuit interruption. Therefore, a current
limiting circuit with a high-speed breaker will decrease voltage dip and maintain the power supply
stability. Additionally, the structure, components, effective deployment of FCLs is a contemporary
topic for fault protection purposes. Recently for softening DC short current extension, the DC FCL
techniques change to a crucial topic in DC electrical system and various types of FCL have been
applied [17,18].

Currently, the most well-known current limiting methods are reactive current limiter and
Superconducting Fault Current Limiter (SFCL) [19,20]. In [21–23] the resistive and inductive FCL
is investigated for high voltage DC system applications. Both superconductive resistive and reactive
FCL can extinguish and limit the DC short circuit current to an acceptable level and maintain a safe
operation for protective devices. Although the larger reactive FCL capable of appropriate short current
limiting, a suitable size of the reactor is quite important for power system safety and clearing time.
Therefore, technically, a large reactor is not permitted to install in the DC electrical network due to
undesirable consequences [24,25].

• FCL with a large reactor slows down the detection and operation speed of sensors and breakers.
After breakers disconnect the circuit with a large current, the accumulated short circuit energy
will be extinguished by parallel MOV in a DC fault situation. In a large inductor FCL circuit,
considerable energy will be charged in the reactor. It may take a long time to dissipate the
accumulated energy. Consequently, it will take a longer time for fault clearance and system
recovery.
• Magnify breaker size: A larger reactor will cause a bigger breaker; it may increase the cost and

need more space and maintenance cost.
• Impacting on normal condition of DC network: In a healthy situation, it is required to unplug the

large DC reactor because of the rate of direct current change restriction and system efficiency.
Subsequently, with a large reactive FCL, the system will be faced with stability and power flow
issues.

The main purpose of this research is fast and efficient fault clearance using HSSCB with a self-
adapt FCL circuit. It will improve DC fault clearing time and may not hurt a normal situation of the
LV DC system. Using a DC limiting method in this paper, the operation circumstances for system
components in a normal condition can be enhanced. In abnormal situations, the FCL circuit will be
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connected instantly to the system and help the breakers operate appropriately without any electrical
or thermal stresses. Regarding the DC short circuit current transient features, the initial high current
is supplied by line and converters capacitors. Subsequently, if the proposed FCL-HSSCB is applied
with each converter, the current will be limited to the desired value in each part of the DC system. The
rest of the paper is arranged as follows; Section II discussed the desired interconnected small-scale
DC microgrid configuration and related elements with parameters. In section III, the DC short circuit
current features and characteristics is studied. Section IV discusses the FCL circuit and high-speed
HSSCB performance methods. Simulation outcomes and performance is depicted and described in
Sections V. The paper is ended with a conclusion and summary in section VI.

2. Interconnected standalone DC microgrids structure and components

LV DC system with modern power electronic devices has the capabilities to mitigate a significant
amount of conversion loss during power conversion steps in the system with renewable resources and
DC load. The structure and main components of the desired interconnected standalone DC microgrids
are depicted in Figures 1–3 and Table 1. It has three small independent parts (A, B, C) which are
interconnected through distribution feeders and power electronic elements. The solar panels, battery
arrays, and load are connected to the DC bus via power electronic converters and self-adapt FCL-
HSSCBs. Feedback PI regulator is applied to control DC bus voltage (Vbus) and the charge and
discharge of the battery in different environmental and operational conditions. For the PV and boost
converter, the MPPT-IC algorithm is used to maximize and boost PV power and voltage. Each feeder
is equipped with a two-way FCL-HSSCBs at both ends to protect the fault current follow in both
directions. Based on the power and load demand in each small area, the controller is capable to share
power among A, B, and C to maintain the entire power stability. A two line-to-line DC short circuits
(F1, F2) are applied at two different points and at a different time to analyze the performance of the
suggested DC short circuit protection techniques.

Table 1. System components and computed values.

Parameter Value Symbol
Rated PPV−A 26 kW PPV−A

Rated PPV−B 30 kW PPV−B

Rated PPV−C 45 kW PPV−C

Rated DC LoadA 20 kW LA

Rated DC LoadB 28 kW LB

Rated DC LoadC 34 kW LC

Battery Capacity 50 kWh B
DC Bus Voltage 400 V Vbus

DC Feeder Length 1.5 km
Switching Frequency 5 kHz F

Line Resistance 0.14 Ω/km R
Line Inductance 0.24 mH/km L
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Figure 1. Interconnected standalone DC microgrid structure and configuration.
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converter system (b) Detailed description of the two way PI controller structure.
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Figure 3. PV array and boost converter with MPPT-IC algorithm structure.

3. DC short circuit characteristics

DC system comes with the main barrier, which is extremely vulnerable to DC short circuit
situations. The structure of interconnected converters support the fault current through its freewheeling
diodes. The operation speed of the MB breaker is slow and due to the absence of inductance in the DC
line, the fault current growth is 5–10 times faster than AC. Also due to the absence of zero-crossing
point and abrupt increase of DC fault current, DC fault protection can not be achieved by traditional
AC breakers. The major issue with SSCB and HSSCB for DC fault protection is it’s immature to
the huge current during DC fault conditions and a high conduction loss due to the presence of multiple
power electronic switches. The DC fault protection can be achieved by integration of full-bridge multi-
modular converter stations, but it will cause a low system efficiency and increase the normal operation
loss (30–35% total loss) and initial cost [26]. Whereas, in HSSCB there are parallel auxiliary paths
with the mechanical switch to reduced the conduction loss during normal situations.

Although using a large capacitor bank in an LV DC system is the easiest way to limit voltage
fluctuation caused by power converters switching. It will cause over current and create the most
critical situation for power electronic converters. Also, in a critical situation, the IGBT switches will
be blocked automatically due to self-protection characteristics [27]. There are two main types of DC
short circuits ( pole-to-pole and pole-to-ground faults). In line-to-line short circuit conditions, the
line’s electrical parameters are small compared to a line-to-ground fault. They are causing a huge short
current jump and an underdamped transient approach according to the following equation.

C(Rc + R f ault)2

4Lc
< 1 (3.1)

Additionally, due to huge current jump causing by discharging of line and converter capacitors, the
size of the capacitor is required to decrease to satisfy Eq 3.2:

C(Rc + R f ault)2

4Lc
> 1 (3.2)
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It will facilitate the protection operation in the overdamping state to protect sensitive power
electronic devices and other components [28].

To know the DC fault ride-through in abnormal situations, the reduction and time delay criteria
of the current rising are requiring to be considered in the initial stage of the fault circuit. It also
minimizes the frequent disturbance and component damage during fault response. That will be feasible
by extending the discharging time constant capacity of the capacitors and short circuit resistance during
fault conditions. According to e

−t
τ where τ = L

R , the inductor discharge rate and time constant can
increase by a higher inductor for a faulted circuit. Therefore, by integration of series inductors, the rate
of discharge time of capacitors will be extended, and a complete discharge of capacitors will take a
longer time. Consequently, postponing the raising of faulted current to critical value can be achievable.

4. Self-Adapt FCL circuit and High-Speed HSSCB performance

FCL is working as a series impedance with DC distribution line. Theoretically, it is considered
a normally closed switch with a parallel resistor. It is required to have a high operation speed and
automatically return to normal and recovery state after the fault clearance. Therefore, an appropriate
FCL circuit with DC breaker needs to have: (a) Fast fault current restriction capability; (b) Insignificant
impact on the normal operation of the system; (c) High efficiency; (d) Low price and maintenance cost
[29,30]. It can help to prolong the life span of system components, reduce high voltage fluctuation,
and obtain lower mechanical and electrical pressures.

The proposed self-adapt FCL-HSSCB in this study is suggested for an LV DC distribution system
with small damping. It is capable of fault current restriction for two-way protection application shown
in Figure 4. And it will act with the highest speed to maintain safety for the sensitive devices and
enhance the fast recovery for the whole system. Comparatively with previous work, the breaker is this
study achieved a higher operation speed, efficiency and configuration [31]. The FCL circuit is capable
of efficient self-compatibility during different situations.

The stored energy in parasitic components will be quenched by MOV, and due to clamping
characteristics of MOV the voltage on HSSCB clamps to VMOV . The maximum current of HSSCB
(Imax) and voltage on inductor (VL) can be achieved by the following equations respectively [32]:

Imax = iL +
VMOV − VDC

L
(4.1)

VL = VMOV − VDC (4.2)

where, iL and VDC are inductor current and system rated voltage respectively. The FCL-HSSCB
operation process in this paper has the following characteristics.

• In a normal situation, for stability and high-efficiency purposes, the FCL circuit will be
disconnected automatically and the current will flowing through the ultra-fast MB.
• During a fault condition, the FCL will be connected instantly to restrict the fault current growth

and propagation through the entire system and provides a safe operation and isolation for the
protective devices.
• After the fault clearing the system is recovering fast and the protection system will be ready for

the next unexpected short circuit occurrence.
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• For the system fast recovery purposes and temporary fault situation, FCL will be disconnected.
• The stored energy in the inductors and accumulated DC fault energy will be quenched and

dissipated by the parallel MOV.

After a DC short circuit occurring in any part of the system, the capacitor of all converters will be
discharged along the faulted circuit that causes a large current follows through the short circuit point.
Consequently, the DC short circuit current is the total of lines and power electronic converters discharge
current. It is quite important to know that the system parameters calculation, transient feature, converter
types are the most affecting factors during the fault condition. For a DC fault analysis, the type of DC
distribution line, system configuration, capacity, feeder length, fault types, and location are the essential
topics that need to be considered. Due to the direct effect of the fault position and feeder length on
the current value, the equivalent fault impedance will not have the same value in a different location.
It will affect the rate of current rise and peak value. Thereby, the desired FCL unit for each circuit is
required to be arranged by DC circuit breaker interrupting current. And the restriction current of each
FCL branch can be found by the following equation [33]:

IL =
1
N

+ IM (4.3)

where IM is the maximum interrupting current of the DC breaker, N is the number of discharge circuits
in a possible faulted branch and IL is the desired limiting current of the FCL circuit. Regarding to
equations 3.2, 4.1 and 4.3 the rated and maximum allowable current is considered to be 40 and 65
ampere respectively.

AG

UFMB

MOV

SSCB

Load

Current 

threshold 

PI<=

FCL

Commuting Switch

HSSCB

Figure 4. The desired self-adapt FLC-HSSCB with control system structure for the fast DC
fault protection applications.
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The high speed, self-adaptability, high-efficiency, fast recovery and multi-short fault current limiting
makes it capable to handle the LV DC distribution during fault situations and giving a better system
stability. Moreover, the configuration and technology enable it for more flexible and optimized
integration of DGs and clean energy sources.

5. The main DC breakers characteristics and comparison

However, the demand for DC system technology keeps improving towards maturity, higher costs
of DC breakers are anticipated to become comparable to AC components, while other remarkable
advantages of DC breakers could lead to additional cost savings and security for the DC system. Easy
and secured fault detection and interruption are quite important interactive factors for the maturity and
adoption of DC power supply systems. Currently, the fault protection costs are higher for DC systems
due to their immaturity and it has been decreasing by improving power electronic technologies [34].

In recent years different types of DC breakers have been proposed. But they are developed and
proposed for current source or line-commuted power converter which is capable of fault protection
within 30–100 ms [35,36]. For a voltage source converter-based DC system it is a long time for the
short current to increase around 20 times and resulting in a cascading failure. Specifically, according to
a techno-economic overview based on structure and feasible power electronic products, the breaker in
this study is higher cost and efficiency. DC fault protection using HSSCB in [37] suggests an analysis
of the operation speed and compares it with MB and Solid State Breakers (SSB). Although the HSSCB
has a higher operation efficiency and speed than MB and SSB, still there is malfunctioning among
controller and detection components.

The analysis is performed for three typical available breakers (MB, SSCB, and FCL-HSSCB).
Regrading breakers configuration and simulation results the FCL-HSSCB can be effective in all
situations including normal and DC fault situations with a higher initial cost. Technically HSSCB and
FCL-HSSCB have been touted as an opportunity to DC power systems with a high safety and stability,
and communications capability. Because of the limited available DC component in the market that
are comparatively more expensive than equivalent AC components. According to [38], despite the
higher cost of available DC components, the overall DC network layout can be simpler and resulting
in a lower cost because of the lower number of variables inspected in the AC distribution system.
The self-adapt FCL circuit will decrease the voltage stress on the breaker and SSCB can smoothly
interrupt a lower fault current and acting under a low DC short current to decrease the arcing and
prolong the lifetime of breakers. Also, any malfunctions regarding fault detection and interaction can
be prevented by the optimized size of the FCL circuit. Without FCL circuits, freewheeling diodes and
IGBTs as important and expensive components of the breakers and converters will be destroyed due to
low electrical withstanding and overheat under huge DC short circuit current. The individual control
of the breaker is the other merit of the proposed breaker, and the malfunctioning of a single unit does
not affect the functioning of the other components. Consequently, the initial high cost of self-adapt
HSSCB will compensate in a long time stable system and requirement for breaker with a lower current
rating.
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5.1. Effectiveness of the proposed FCL-HSSCB

Different types of FCL breakers are discussed in [39]. Application of FCL arises various issue
(communication disturbance with other components, disturbing normal operation, and conduction
loss). Selecting desirable parameters, improving coordination among protective devices, feasibility
analysis, and real operation in the power grid. By integration of self-adapt FCL-HSSCB for DC fault
protection, the operation speed is increased to µs and the requirement of DC breaker interruption
ability is reduced. A comparison is conducted in Table 2 among different types of DC breakers shown
in Figure 5 and the proposed breaker in terms of speed, commutation, rated voltage, maximum fault
current, and power loss. Due to high interruption speed, the peak fault current and the rated current
of the breaker are decreased which contributes to decrease the cost and optimize coordination among
protection components. The low impedance path during normal operation decreases the conduction
loss and improving the dynamic operation of the low voltage DC system. The inductance of FCL is
minimum in normal conditions and increases while the fault happens. Resulting in higher efficiency
and lower cost compared to other FCL breakers.

Table 2. Comparative characteristics of the DC breakers [37].

SSCB Resonant HSSCB FCL-SSCB

Commutation 0.1 ms
breaker < 20 ms,
Resonant < 30 ms

Switch 0.1 ms;
breaker < 20 ms;
UFD 1–4 ms

UFS 0.5–2 ms
SSB 30 µs

Interruption 1 ms 60 ms 3–5 ms 50 µs
Vmax 800 V 550 V 750 V 450 V

Imax 120 A 100 A 115 A 65 A
Loss 30–40% Negligible Negligible Negligible

Main B

Resonance Path

MB

Surge Arrestor

Surge Arrestor

(a) Resonant DCCB

(b) SSCB

Figure 5. Comparison circuit diagram of Resonant DCCB and SSCB.
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6. Simulation results and discussion

Two line-to-line faults (F1, F2) are applied in different locations of the interconnected standalone
DC microgrids to evaluate the performance of the proposed FCL-HSSCB and fault ride-through
scheme. The output power of the PV array is variable according to environmental (solar radiation
and temperature) conditions. In a normal situation, the current is flowing through parallel ultra-fast
MB. When a fault occurs, the sensors and controller detect the high surge current and voltage dip.
Consequently, the protective devices will act instantly to remove the fault. In case one, in time 1.5 s
a line-to-line short circuit (F1) happens on an 11 kw load branch of the small area A. without an FCL
circuit, the fault current has the potential to increase 3–5 times its normal value within 10 ms. As
depicted in Figure 6, the discharged current follows through the faulted point. It is allowed to reach
the considered threshold value for protective devices. After passing the threshold value, the circuit is
immediately moved to the current limiting operation, and the nearest HSSCB operates to clear the fault
within 50 µs. During the fault F1, the rate of battery charging in area A is increased and the extra power
is sharing to neighbor areas (B, C) to maintain the stability of DC bus voltage, shown in Figures 7–10.
In the second case, the interconnected line between A and B is shorted on 2 s and it is lasting for 1 s as
shown in Figures 11–13. The same as case one, initially, the current is increased to a threshold value.
While it passes the threshold value, the FCL circuit suppresses the current within permitted values and
the two nearest HSSCBs disconnect A and B from the faulted point within 50 µs. Figures 12 and 13
show the DC bus voltage and SoC of batteries, which are not affected by the short circuit situation due
to the fast fault clearing. Here the self-adapt FCL circuit acts as a transferring path for the short current
and allows the SSCB to operate in much lower current. Comparatively, the performance of HSSCB
without FCL circuit is depicted in Figures 14 and 15 during F2. The breaker interrupts the fault current
within 3 ms and the fault current increases drastically (1500 A) and DC bus voltage collapse along
this time. Resulting the requirement of protection devices with high current rating and sustainability to
endure and interrupt the huge current.

Consequently, due to the high speed, low operation loss, configuration and fast recovery the
proposed breaker can be an optimum fault protective device for the LV DC system. As depicted in
simulation results, in both cases the fault is lasting for 1 s and the faulted circuit is isolating within 50
µs and the power supply operation is maintained stable for the rest of the system. The excess power
during the fault is shared with neighboring areas and storage devices to maintain the DC bus voltage
stable. After the fault is removed, the circuit is recovered smoothly without any effect on system normal
operation.

• Simulation results for F1:
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• Simulation results for F2:
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7. Conclusions

The short circuit protection scheme in the LV DC network is a special topic. Particularly during an
abnormal condition, it needs to have accurate detection capability, high speed, fast recovery, lower
loss, and lower maintenance cost. Due to the mechanical action, traditional MBs and fuses have
low operation speed and high maintenance cost. Additionally, a fault protection device with a high
impedance FCL circuit will influence the regular operation of the system and prolong operation time.
While a resistive FCL circuit has a suitable current restriction capability, it may cause a high-power
loss in normal operation of the DC electrical system.

PV arrays and batteries supply the DC system in this study through power electronic converters.
The desired FCL-HSSCB model is applied and developed in MATLAB/Simulink program to evaluate
and improve the operation speed and reduce conduction loss. The system stability and protection
performance of the proposed fault protection scheme are analyzed by applying DC short circuit actions
on different locations of an LV DC system. From simulation results and system configuration analysis,
it is concluded that the DC fault detection and interruption speed is depending on the type and
configuration of protective devices. Fast fault detection and isolation can provide safety and power
stability for the rest of the system.

Additionally, to protect and limit the current from different directions, the output side of converters
is the most appropriate point to install the protection and FCL devices. Therefore, in this paper, a
self-adapt FCL is considered for the outlet of each interconnected converters to restrict the discharge
current of each device. Finally, as depicted in simulation results, the FCL circuit acting appropriately
and suppress the DC fault current peak value and maintain a proper time for inspection, interruption,
and recovery activities. After the fault isolation, the circuit will recover when there are no more fault
condition issues in the system. As a future plan, this research will proceed with more detailed techno-
economical charaterstics for different level in DC fault protection application.
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